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ABSTRACT 
Let n be an even integer such that n > 4. Let T be an invertible linear map on 
the space of n X n real symmetric matrices which maps the set of matrices having 
inertia (n /2, n /2,0) into itself. Then there exist a nonsingular matrix S and E = k 1 
such that T(A)= l S’AS. This is an analogue of a result obtained for Hermitian 
matrices by Pierce and Rodman. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X” denote the space of all n X n complex Hermitian matrices and 
S, the space of all n X n real symmetric matrices. Then 2” [S,] is a 
vector space over [w of dimension n2 [fn(n + 111. If A belongs to 2” or _4 
and has r positive eigenvalues, s negative eigenvalues, and t zero eigenval- 
ues, where r + s + t = n, then the inertia of A is defined to be the triple 
In(A) = (r, s, t). We let rr(A) = r, v(A) = s, and 6(A) = t. 
Let 
G(r,s,t)={AEZn :In(A)=(r,s,t)), 
and G(r, s, t) denote the closure of G(r, s, t). Then G(r, s, t) consists of all 
matrices in Xn which have at most r positive eigenvalues and at most s 
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negative eigenvalues. A linear transformation T : 2” + Zn is said to be a 
G(r, s, t)-preserver if T(G( r,s,t)>~G(r,s,t). The notions of G,/(r,s,t), 
G,,( r , s, t ), and G,,( r, s, t)-preservers are defined analogously for the space 
4 
Johnson and Pierce [5] proved the following: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose thut T : Zn + e, is an invertible linear map. 
Suppose that (r, s, t) is an inertia triple which is not one of 
(n,O,O>, (0, n,O), (O,O,n>, i,i,O , i 1 
and suppose that T is a G(r, s, t&preserver. Then there exists a nonsingular 
n x n complex matrix S such that either 
T(A) = ES*AS VAEZn, (Ia) 
or 
T(A) = &*A’S tlAE8,, (lb) 
where l =l ifrfsand l =kl ifr=s 
It is clear that the converse of Theorem 1 is also true. Johnson and Pierce 
[5] showed that the assumption that T is invertible can be dropped in 
Theorem 1 in the special cases where (r, s, t) takes the form (k + 1, k, 0) or 
(n - 1, 1,O) (and, obviously, triples obtained from these by interchanging r 
and s). They also conjectured [5] that the assumption that T is invertible can 
be dropped from Theorem 1 provided that n > 3, r > 0, and s > 0. Loewy [6] 
proved this conjecture under the additional assumption that r # s. For some 
additional results concerning linear transformations that preserve certain 
inertia classes, see the introduction to [6]. 
The obvious analogue of Theorem 1 for the real symmetric case also 
holds. We consider now the inertia classes that are not covered by Theorem 
1. The characterization of G( n, O,O)-preservers, i.e., linear transformations 
which map the set of positive definite matrices into itself, is a longstanding 
open problem. It is identical to the determination of G(0, n,O)-preservers. It 
is clear that all linear transformations preserve G(O,O, n). Finally, Pierce and 
Rodman [7] proved the following: 
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THEOREM 2. Let n be an even integer such that n > 4. Suppose that 
T : Zn -+ Zn is an invertible G,n/2, n /2,0)-preserver. Then (la) or (lb) 
holdsforsome l =kl. 
It is interesting to note that the proof of Theorem 1 given in [5] is 
completely different than the proof of Theorem 2 given in [7]. The latter 
involves the concept of Grassmannian, and properties of analytic sets are 
heavily used. The Grassmannian consists of the subspaces of C” and is 
topologized by the so-called gap metric. Moreover, the analogue of Theorem 
2 for the real symmetric case was not proved in [7], so this case remained 
open. 
It is our main purpose to give here a proof of the result which character- 
izes the set of preservers of the inertia class G( n /2, n /2, O), also called the 
balanced, nonsingular inertia class. Our result covers in fact both the 
Hermitian and real symmetric cases. Thus, our essentially unified proof 
establishes the real symmetric analogue of Theorem 2. To prove our main 
result we obtain upper bounds for the dimension of certain subspaces all of 
whose matrices have certain inertia triples, and characterize those subspaces 
for which these upper bounds are attained. The results might be of indepen- 
dent interest. 
In Section 2 we prove the real symmetric analogue of Theorem 2. In 
Section 3 we indicate briefly the modifications needed to obtain the Hermi- 
tian version, that is, Theorem 2. 
We end the introduction with some additional notation. The rank of a 
matrix A is denoted by p(A). If LY, /3 are any subsets of {1,2, . . . ,n) and A is 
any n x n matrix, we let A[cx]~] d enote the submatrix of A based on row 
indices LY and column indices p. We let A[ a] = A[ (rla]. 
Finally, given A E Z”, we say a subspace L of C” is an isotropic 
subspace for A provided that y*Ax = 0 for all x, y E L. Isotropic subspaces 
with respect to a real symmetric matrix are defined similarly. 
2. G,/( n /2, n /2,0)-PRESERVERS 
Our main purpose here is to prove the following: 
THEOREM 3. Let n be an even integer such that n > 4. Suppose that 
T : S, + S, is an invertible G~,( n /2, n /2,0)-preserver. Then there exists 
an n X n, real, nonsingular matrix S and E = k 1 such that 
T(A) = ES’AS VAE<. (2) 
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Before giving the proof of Theorem 3, we establish a sequence of results, 
some of which might be of independent interest. The proof of Lemma 1 and 
Lemma 2 is given for the sake of completeness. Lemma 1 appears essentially 
in [2], while Lemma 2 is also probably known. 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 be a positioe integer, and let F be any field which has at 




[ 1 A3 A4 E F’+i,‘+’ where A E F’,‘. 1 
Suppose that 
VAE F. 
Then A, = 0 and A, D-IA, = 0. 
Proof. Expanding the determinant, one obtains a polynomial in A of 
degree less than or equal to 1, which vanishes for all the substitutions for A 
from F. Hence the polynomial must vanish identically. The coefficient of A’ 
in this polynomial is ad,d, . . . d’, where a is the only entry of A,. Hence 
A, = 0. The coefficient of A’-’ in the polynomial is easily shown to be 
where 
A,=(a,,a, ,..., a’) and A\=(b,,b, ,..., b’). 
Hence the result follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let L be a subspace of 4. Suppose that E = I,@ 0 E L and 
that r(A) < k for ez;ery A E L. Let 
B= 
B, B, 
[ 1 B; B, EL, where B, E S,. 
Then r(B,) < k - r. 
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Proof. Let s = r(B,). Applying a congruence transformation, we may 
assume B, = Z,@B, for a suitable B, E d_,_,. Hence, 
For any A > 0, consider the (r + s)X(r + s) principal submatrix of AE + B 
E L in the top left comer. It is equal to 
and therefore it is congruent to 
I B, + AI, - l?,,,q 2 0 0 ’ &’ 1 
Choosing A > 0 sufficiently large and using the fact that r(A E + B) < k, we 
may conclude r + s < k, so s < k - r. W 
The next theorem gives an upper bound for the dimension of a subspace 
of 4 all of whose matrices belong to G,( r , r, n - 2~) for certain values 
of r. 
THEOREM 4. Let r and n be positive integers such that 2r Q n. Suppose 
that L is a subspace of _4 such that AEG,/(r,r,n-2r) for all AE L. 
Then 
dim L < $-(2n - r + 1). (3) 
Proof. Let m = max{p(A): A E L}. Among the matrices in L whose rank 
is exactly m, choose one, call it A,, so that rr(A,) is as large as possible. Let 
In(A,) = (r, v,, 6). By our assumption v < r < r, and r + v = m d 2r < n. 
Applying a congruence transformation, we may assume without loss of 
generality that A, = I,@ - Z,@O. 
Define 
a={1,2 ,..., m}, P={m+l,m+2 ,..., n}. 
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Note that by Lemma 1 we must have B[P] = 0 for any B E L. Define 
now a sequence of subspaces as follows: 
La = (C E d,, : C = B[ LY] for some B E L}; 
and,forany I<q<n-m, 
L, = {b E R”‘:3B E L such that h = B[al{q + m}]}. 
Note that L,, is a subspace of d,:,, while L,, is a subspace of Iw”‘. 
We also define the following subspaces of 4: 
T&={BEJ( :B[a]EL,, and all other entries of B are 0), 
and, for any I<y<n-m, 
Lc, = (B E 1, : B[ al{m + y}] E L,,, 
B[{m + q}bl = B[al{m +y}]‘~ and all other entries of B are O}. 
It is clear that dim ii = dim Li for any 0 < i < n - m. Since B[p] = 0 for 
every B E L, it also follows that L c x:)zr ti, so dim L < Z.11: dim ii = 
Cl:; dim L,. 
Consider first an arbitrary, but fixed, integer y. By Lemma 1, we must 
have 
47 0 h’ o 
[ 1 _I b=O Vb E L,,. 1, 
Thus, L, is an isotropic subspace for ‘, _“z . Let Z,, = dim L,,. Then the 
[ 1 0 Y
is congruent to a matrix 
QI Qz 
Q=Q; 0' [ 1 
where the zero block has size l,, X I,,. Thus, Q has least 1, nonpositive 
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eigenvalues. It follows that 
1< y ’ u, y = 1,2 ,...,71- m. (4) 
We consider now the subspace L,, and claim that 
dimL,,<+m(m+l)-+v(y+l). (5) 
Indeed, suppose that (5) d oes not hold. Then, by the definition of L,,, there 
exists in L a matrix G partitioned conformably with A,, and of the form 
and such that G, # 0. We may also assume G, = diag(g,, g,,. .., g,) with 
g, # 0, (because we may apply a suitable orthogonal similarity which will 
diagonalize G, while preserving the matrix ‘, ” Consider the matrix 
A, + AG, where A E R. It is clear that for a sui:able”c ’ I, oice of A one can get 
that the m X m principal submatrix 
4-r 0 
0 - I, + AG, 1 
of A,, + AG is nonsingular and has at least Z- + 1 positive eigenvalues. For 
this choice of A the matrix A, + AC E L has at least r + 1 positive eigenval- 
ues, and by the definition of m, p(A,, + AG) = m. This contradiction shows 
that (5) must hold. 
Summarizing, we get 
n - tn 
dimL< C dimLi,<~m(m+I)-~~(~+I)+(n-m)~ 
i=O 
so 
dim L < i(# + 7 +2vn -2~‘). (6) 
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Now, 
2[9(2n-r+l)-dims] >,2m-r2 +r-# ----2vn+2v2 
=2n(r-v)+r-7r+2v”-~2-r2 
>4r(r-v)+r-~+2v~-~~-r~ 
= 3r” -4rv +2v” + r - 7r - 7r2 
=2(r-v)2+(r-7r)+(r2-7r’))/0, 
completing the proof. n 
We next want to characterize the subspaces L which satisfy the assump- 
tions of Theorem 4 and for which equality holds in (3). This is certainly the 
case for the subspace 
or any subspace obtained from it by congruence. We show these are all such 
subspaces. The proof depends heavily on the following result, due to Fried- 
land and Loewy [3, Theorem 11. 
TIIEOREM 5. Let L be a k dimensional subspace of S,, and 1 be an 
integer such that 2 < 1~ n - 1. Suppose that k > X(l), where 
X(1) = +(I - 1)(2n - 1+2). (7) 
Then L contains a nonzero matrix A such that the greatest eigenvalue of A is 
at least of multiplicity 1. The lower bound Z(1) is best possible. 
THEOREM 6. Let n and r be positive integers such that n > 3 and 2r < n. 
Let L be a subspace of S, such that A EG,/(r,r,n -2r) for all A EL 
and dim L = ir(2n - r + 1). Then there is a common n - r dimensional 
isotropic subspace for all A E L. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. 
The case n = 3: Here we must have r = 1 and dim L = 3. For n = 3, we 
have Z’(2) = 3. Hence, L contains a nonzero matrix A whose largest 
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eigenvalue Ar has a multiplicity at least 2. By the inertia assumption on the 
matrices in L, we must have A, = 0. So A is negative semidefinite of rank 1. 
Replacing A by - A and using congruence, we may assume A = diag(l,O,O). 
By Lemma 2, we must have, for any matrix B = (b,,j> E L, that b,,, = b,,, = 
b,,, = 0. This completes the proof in this case. 
The general case: We now assume the theorem to hold for all values 
less than n(n > 3), and prove it for n. Note that .S’(r + 1) = ir(2n - r + 1) 
= dim L. Hence, by Theorem 5, L contains a nonzero matrix A whose 
largest eigenvalue A 1 has multiplicity at least r + 1. Again, by the inertia 
assumption on the matrices in L, we must have A, = 0, so A is negative 
semidefinite of rank n - r - 1 at most. Replacing A by - A and applying a 
suitable congruence transformation, we may assume that A = I,@0 for some 
O<pgn--r-l. 




A”, 0 1 : A, E 4, A, E [WP,n-“, 
and 
and EIA, E <,, A, E [Wr’,“-p suchthat [:I ti]~L). 
Clearly, L c L, + L,, and 
dim L, <ip(p +1)+ p(n- p) =$(2n- p+l). 
Also, it follows from Lemma 2 that for any A, E _4_,, such that 
(8) 
0 0 
[ 1 0 A, ELz’ 
we must have r(A,) < r - p. Similarly, v(A,) ,< r - p, as - A E L. 
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Note that we may assume that r > p, for if r = p then A = I,@O, and it 
follows that B[{r + 1, r + 2, . . * n}] = 0 for any B E L, so the theorem is true. 
So we have A, =G,,(r - p,r - p,n - p -2(r - p)) for any A, E *y”_,, 
such that 
0 0 
[ 1 0 A, E L2’ 
The conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied. so we have 
dim L, < i(r - p)(2n -2~ - r + p + 1) 
=f(r-p)(2n-p-r+l). (9) 
Hence, 
$(2n - r + 1) = dim L <dim L, +dim L, 
= ir(2n 
so we must have equality all 
particular, we get 
_ r+l), 
along the chain of inequalities above. In 
(10) 
Note that n - p > n - r + 12 3 and n - p - 2( r - p) = n - 2r + p > 0, so 
applying the induction hypothesis we find that there is an n - p -(r - p) = 
n - r dimensional common isotropic subspace for all the matrices A, E Cx_r, 
such that 
0 0 
[ 1 0 A, E L2’ 
This completes the proof. n 
Finally, we need the following obvious observation for the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
REMARK 1. Let P, and P, be any n X n nonsingular real matrices. Then 
a linear map T : S, -+ S, satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3 if and only 
if the linear map W: S, + _4: defined by W(A) = P,T( P,AP:)Pk does. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let m = n /2. We show first that p(T(A)) < m for 
any A E _4 such that p(A) = m. By Remark 1 we may assume A = A,@ 0, 





Lz+i = T(Li), i = 1,2,3. 
Since T is invertible we have 
dim L, = dim L, = dim L, = dim L, = in(3n +2), 
while dim L, = dim L, = rn’. 
Let i E (1,2}. Then, by Theorem 6, [w” contains an m dimensional 
common isotropic subspace for all the matrices in LSfi. Denote it by U,. We 
claim that U, n U, = (0). Indeed, suppose that this is not the case. By Remark 
1, we may assume e, =(l,O ,..., 0) E U, n U,. It follows now immediately 
that the 1,l entry of T(B) is zero for any BE S,, contradicting the 
assumption that T is invertible. 
Hence U, n U, = {O), so R" = U,$ U,. By Remark 1 we may assume that 
U, (U,) is spanned by the last (first) m standard unit vectors, so we have 
and 
T(B)[Pl= 0 forall BEL1, 
T(B)[a] = 0 for all B E L,, 
T(B)[a] = T(B)[P] = 0 for all B EL,. 
In particular, T maps L, onto itself. 
Define now a linear map f : [w’“,‘” -+ [w”‘,“’ as follows: 
By the assumptions on T it is clear that f is invertible and maps any 
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nonsingular matrix in iw’“,“’ to another nonsingular matrix. Hence f- ’ 
preserves the set of singular matrices in Iw”‘,‘“. Therefore, by a result of 
Dieudonne [l] on invertible linear maps which preserve the set of singular 
matrices, Y- i must also preserve the set of nonsingular matrices in [w’“,‘“, so 
?’ must map the set of nonsingular matrices in iW”‘,“’ onto itself. 
Suppose now that 
If E, = 0 we get p(T(A)) < m, as required. So suppose E, # 0. Then there 
exists a nonsingular m X m matrix Q such that Q + E, is singular, and a 
nonsingular m X m matrix C such that f(C) = Q. The matrix A1 ’ be- 
[ 1 C’ 0 
longs to G_,(n /2, n /2, O), since C is nonsingular. However, 
T 
Al c 
ii Ii C’ 0 
is singular, contradicting the assumptions on T. 
So we have shown that p(T(A)) < m for all A E J;‘,, such that p(A) = m. 
The theorem follows now from Theorem 3 of Helton and Rodman [4]. (Note 
that the proof given in [4] uses analytic manifolds and the fundamental 
theorem of projective geometry. A different and somewhat more elementary 
proof can be given to this theorem as well). n 
3. G(n /2, n/2,0)-PRESERVERS 
As indicated, our proof of Theorem 2 follows essentially along the same 
lines as that of Theorem 3, so we have a unified approach for both cases. We 
point out here some of the modifications required in the proof of the 
Hermitian case. In Lemma 1 the field F is C while the substitutions for A 
are from iw. The conclusion remains, however, the same. Lemma 2 remains 
unchanged. 
We consider now the analogue of Theorem 4. Here, (3) is replaced by 
dim L < 2rn - r2. (3’) 
The proof follows along the same lines. L, is now a subspace of N,,, and (5) 
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is replaced by 
dim L, ( m2 - v2. (5’) 
L,, is now a subset of C”‘. It is a subspace of C”’ only if C’” is considered as a 
vector space over [w. However, since we have now 
1, 0 
b* o 
[ 1 _l b=O for all b E L,, Y 
it is easy to check that the subspace of C” (when considered as a vector space 
the vectors in L, is again an isotropic subspace (of Cn> 
, and its dimension (over C) is at most v. Hence, if we denote by 
L, as a vector space over [w, then 
1, < 2v, q = 1,2 ,...,n - m. (4’) 
Therefore, we get now 
dim L < m’- v2 +2(n - m)v = (T + v)“- v2 +2(n - TT - v)v, 
so 
dim L < r2 +2vn -2v2, (6’) 
where L is considered of course as a vector space over [w. The inequality (3’) 
follows now because 
21-n - r2 -dim L > 2m - r2 - 7~~ -2vn +2v2 = 2n(r - v)- r2 - r2 f2v” 
In the statement of the analogue of Theorem 6 one has to assume that 
dim L = 2rn - r-a, and the conclusion is the existence of a common n - r 
dimensional isotropic subspace (in C”, when considered a vector space over 
C) for all A E L. In the proof one has to use the function X(Z) for the 
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Hermitian case (cf. [3]), that is, defined by 
X(Z) = (I - 1)(27r - z+ 1). (7’) 
The case rr = 3 goes through, and for the general case one gets for L, and 
L,, respectively, 
and 
dim L, < 2pn - p2 (8’) 
dimL,<2(r-p)(n-p)-(r-p)2. (9’) 
The assumption dim L = 2rn - r2 implies now that there is equality in (9’) 
and the induction hypothesis will complete the proof. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is the same as that of Theorem 3, with the 
exception of one point that has to be modified. The map I: is now defined on 
C ‘IL, “I as follows: 
f(C) = T( [c”* ~]i[alPl. 
This map is invertible. However, it is not linear, but only R-linear, that is, ?: 
is additive and satisfies f(aC) = a?(C) for all cy E R. Let W = f-‘. In order 
to apply DieudonnCs result we show that either W or its complex conjugate 3 
[defined by w(C) = W(C)] is linear (over C). 
We claim first that the fact that W preserves the set of singular matrices 
implies that W preserves the set of rank 1 matrices. Indeed, suppose 
p(W(C,)) = 1> 1 f or some C, such that p(C,) = 1. It follows immediately, 
since W is invertible, that there exist C, such that p(C,) = 1, and A E R 
sufficiently small, such that p(W(C, + AC,)) >, 1+ 1. Continuing the same 
way, one obtains a singular matrix C such that p(W(C)> = m, a contradic- 
tion. 
Finally, we prove 
LEMMA 3. Let m > 2, and let W: C”‘,“’ + C”‘,“’ l?e an invertible R-linear - 
map which preserves the set of rank 1 matrices. Then W or W is linear. 
Proof. Let E,,, denote the matrix all of whose entries are 0 except the 
(k,Z)th entry, which is 1. We claim there exists ak , and b,,, in R such that 
W(i%) = (ak,l+ %,,)W(&,O. 
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We show it for k = I= 1, the proof in the general case being the same. We 
may assume W(E,,,) = E,,,. It is straightforward to check that for any 
1~ k <m, 1 < 1 <m, the nonzero entries of W(E,,,), W(iE,,,), W(E,,,), 
W(iE,,,) have to appear in the first row or column only. Moreover, the 
Ksubspace generated by the matrices W(E,,,), W(iE,,,), 1 = 1,2,. . . , m, must 
coincide with the [W-subspace generated by E,,, iE,,[, I= 1,2,. . . , m, or the 
[W-subspace generated by Ek,l, iEk,l, k = 1,2,. . . , m, and the same holds true 
for the IW-subspace generated by W( E,, 1>, W(iE,, 1), k = 1,2,. , m. Our 
claim follows. 
We show next that there exist a, b E R such that ak,! = a and b,,l = b for 
all k,Z=1,2 ,..., m. 
So let k # 1, 1 f 1, and consider W(E,,,), W(E,,,), W(E,,,),W(E,,,). We 
may assume again W(E,,,)= E,,,. Note also that W(E,,,)# “E,,, for any 
(Y E C, and similarly for W(E, i). Since we may use elementary row and 
column operations, and transposition, we may also assume W(E, l) = E, 2 
and W(E,,,)= E,,,. It now follows that W(E,,,)= E,,,. Considering now 
the rank 1 matrices W(iE,,, + iE,,l + Ek,l + E,,,), W(iE,,, + E,,! + iEk,l + 
E,,,), and W(E,,,+E,,I+iEk,l+iEk,l), we obtain u,,,=u,,~=u~,~=u~,~ 
and b,,, = b,,[ = bk,l = b,,,. Finally, considering the rank 1 matrix W(E,,, + 
% -iEk,i+Ekl),weobtainu,,=Oandb,,=fl. n 
I would like to thank S. Pierce and L. Rodman for some very helpful 
discussions. 
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